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Abstract. The power fall-off length is used as a characteristic dimension to describe
the power exhaust in the scrape-off layer in magnetic confinement fusion devices.
Measurements from the limiter campaign of the stellarator Wendelstein 7-X with inboard
limiters are presented with the first-time characterization of the limiter heat loads. Two
fall-off regimes are found with a narrow near SOL with power fall-off length in millimeters
and a wider far SOL with fall-off lengths of several centimeters. An attempt is made to
describe both regimes with a scaling law for plasma with different heating powers and
densities. The results confirm the major geometry effects of the connection length on
the heat transport predicted by 3D modeling.
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In order to ensure safe operation of present and future fusion devices, proper handling
of the power exhaust needs to be addressed. In tokamaks, a poloidal divertor is widely
used because it separates the plasma material interaction zone from the central plasma.
Although this concept is well established, different design concepts for the plasma-facing
components as well as magnetic field geometry are studied in tokamaks and stellarators
to find alternative ways for the heat exhaust. A narrow region at the plasma edge,
where the power leaves the confined plasma region through the last closed flux surface
and is deposited along open magnetic flux tubes to the plasma-facing components, is
called scrape-off layer (SOL). The radial fall-off of the power flux in SOL results from
competition between parallel and perpendicular heat transport. Due to the significant
difference between parallel and perpendicular heat transport is the typical fall-off length
in tokamaks very narrow. This is of particular interest for next step devices, e.g., ITER
where a significant amount of power (PSOL =80-130 MW for divertor operation in D-T
[1],PSOL = 3-5 MW [2] for limiter operation) needs to leave the plasma. Therefore many
studies of power fall-off length have been performed on different devices.
It is widely acknowledged that turbulence can play a role in the perpendicular
transport. Nevertheless, the shape of the radial profile of the parallel power flux is usually
described with the help of an exponential decay function


(r − rLCF S )
(1)
q|| = q0 exp −
λq
with q0 the parallel heat flux at the LCFS and rLCF S the radius of the LCFS, a functional
form resulting from a diffusive ansatz for the perpendicular transport.
However, many tokamaks reported that in a case of plasmas limited by an inboard
limiter, a second, narrow fall-off length has been found very near to LCFS [3, 4, 5, 6]. In
the far SOL, the power fall-off length is reported to be of the order of 1-2 centimeters,
while in the near SOL it is only a few millimeters. The equation 1 needs to incorporate
both SOLs and takes the following form




(r − rLCF S )
(r − rLCF S )
q|| = qn exp −
+ qf exp −
(2)
λqn
λqf
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with λqn the narrow fall-off length in the near SOL, λqf the fall-off length of the far SOL
and qn , qf the contributions of both regions to the parallel flux at the LCFS.
The near SOL was measured first at JET[3] with IR thermography and Langmuir
probes. As a result, multi-machine studies were triggered to measure the near and far
SOL on the inner and outer limiters.
The physics mechanisms leading to the formation of the near SOL is not yet fully
understood. At JET a hypothesis was formed that the enhanced inner wall loads may
result from funneling effect (i.e., additional power deposition due to cross-field transport)
or possibly as a result of the diffusive attraction of the heat flux at the limiter ridge.
However, the assumptions in both models are unlikely to fulfill the experimental conditions
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in JET [3]. Results from TCV[4, 5] and COMPASS[6, 7] showed that non-ambipolar
currents correlate with the power entering the near SOL, but their presence alone is not
sufficient to explain the enhancement in the heat deposition close to the limiter. The nonambipolar current model is only capable of explaining 2% (ion side) to 45% (electron side)
of the increase of the heat-flux in the near SOL in COMPASS [7]. Another explanation for
the formation of the near SOL is drift effects. It has been shown, that the heuristic drift
(HD) model [8], which meant to describe the power fall-off length in tokamak divertor
H-mode, fit well to the observations of the near SOL in inboard limited plasmas [6, 7].
The measurements in TCV show that the near SOL feature is suppressed for low plasma
currents or high densities and the scaling in TCV can be described by the HD model if
it is multiplying with the normalized Spitzer resistivity [5]. Furthermore, it was shown
in TCV, that the near SOL feature also appears on the outboard limited plasmas, but
with a much wider power fall-off length [9]. Consistency between the measurements, nonlinear turbulence simulations, and an analytical model taking sheared ExB flow as an
explanation for the near SOL feature have been reported by TCV [9].
The scaling of the far SOL power fall-off length has been investigated for a long
time on many machines. Typically empirical scaling laws in the form of power laws, have
been applied to a database, which contains measurements of 11 different tokamaks[10]. A
theoretical description of the formation of the far SOL fall-off length, including turbulence
with a quasi-linear model has been derived and shown to reach a similar regression value
as the empirical models [11].
For ITER, a good estimation of the scrape-off layer behavior and width is needed
to find a proper design to handle the large amount of energy leaving the plasma. The
plasma start is favored to be attached mainly to the inner limiters for several reasons [2].
A single exponential fall-off length was assumed in the initial design of the ITER first wall
[12, 13]. This assumption was driven by measurements with Langmuir probes in JET,
Tore Supra, and DIII-D [2]. The additional narrow channel near the LCFS would raise
the heat flux onto the limiter at the apex by a factor of 4 above the expected values.
Therefore a design of the ITER first wall[2] and for the EU DEMO [14] has been changed
in order to accommodate increased heat flux due to near SOL.
In this paper, the results of the thermographic observation of inner limiter and the
deduced power fall-off length in the first operation phase of Wendelstein 7-X(W7-X) are
presented. Up to now, there were no studies of SOL parameters in stellarators apart of
LHD [15, 16] and W7-AS [17]. As W7-X in the initial phase operated with five inboard
limiters [18, 19], it gave us the possibility to look into the issue of near and far SOL in
a large stellarator. The paper is structured in the following way; section 2 introduces
W7-X and section 3 describes the evaluation of the data from the infrared system in more
details. Afterward, in section 4, measurements, and the method to calculate the power
fall-off length is described. Section 5 shows the main results and the scaling of the falloff length with different plasma parameters. In section 6 the results from section 5 are
discussed and finally concluded in section 7.
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(a) Poincare

(b) Top-down view
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(c) IR view

Figure 1. (a) Poincare Plot for vacuum field and ideal coils of the limiter configuration
at the bean-shape plane. The LCFS is shown in red, and the nine limiters tiles are
visible at the inner side of the machine. (b) Top-down view on the CAD model of the
plasma vessel of Wendelstein 7-X. The machine is structured into five similar modules
corresponding to the five-fold symmetry. The sightlines of the radial viewing FLIR and
the toroidal viewing DIAS IR camera system are shown in red. The Limiters are shown
in green. (c) IR image from the DIAS camera system. The inboard side of W7-X in
module 5 with temperature pattern on limiter 5 is visible. Additionally, a reflection on
the divertor mounting structure can be seen at the left side.
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2. Experimental set-up
Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X), an advanced stellarator with five-fold symmetry, started its
first plasma operation phase (OP 1.1) in December 2015. The five-fold symmetry is represented in the vessel structure with five similar modules (later named module 1 to 5).
The inner wall (IW) of the plasma vessel had large surface areas of exposed tiles. Each
module was equipped with an uncooled poloidal limiter [19] to protect these areas from
plasma contact. The five limiters were located on the inboard, high field side (HFS) of
the plasma vessel [18] (figure 1(b)). Each limiter consisting of 9 fine graphite tiles, is
specially shaped to be parallel to the magnetic field in the bean-shape plane and designed
to handle heat fluxes up to 10M W/m2 [20]. The magnetic field configuration for the limiter phase has been chosen to avoid stochastic regions and large magnetic islands in the
scrape-off layer (SOL) (see figure 1(a)). The large islands, which are used in the divertor
configurations are pushed inward, into the confined region, to avoid shortcuts in the heat
and particle transport towards the wall. This magnetic field assures that the limiters
efficiently intercept > 99% of the convective plasma heat load at the plasma edge. In
order to protect parts of the plasma vessel, the total injected power per discharge was
administratively limited to 4 MJ for machine safety. In OP1.1 electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) was used with power between 4 MW (for up to 1 s) and 0.6 MW
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( for up to 6 s). For almost all discharges in OP1.1, the toroidal current was very low
(Itor ≤ 2 kA, see also table 1) and the Shafranov shift was negligible. In such a case, a
so-called vacuum approach with no plasma response included delivers a valid model for
the description of magnetic edge topology. Such an approach will be used throughout the
rest of the paper.
In the first campaign, a basic IR observations system with nine near IR (NIR), one
mid-wavelength IR (MWIR) and one long-wavelength IR (LWIR) camera were used to
measure the surface temperature of the inboard limiters [21]. Figure 1(b) shows a topdown view onto a simplified CAD model of the W7-X inner vessel. The position of the
LWIR camera and its view cone is shown in red. The limiters are highlighted in green.
The LWIR system contains a modified micro-bolometer camera (8-14 µm, 50 Hz, 640x480
Pixel) which can operate inside a high magnetic field [22, 23]. The camera was located
inside an immersion tube, which was inserted into W7-X between the coils. The camera
was observing the left side of all nine tiles of the limiter in module 5 [24](figure 1(c). The
other half of the limiter showed similar load pattern following the W7-X symmetry.
Since the data of the NIR cameras suffered from the plasma emission [21] it is excluded
from the further analysis. The other MWIR system is also excluded from the analysis
due to having only a partial view of the limiter. Because of this, the rest of the paper will
concentrate on the measurement of the LWIR camera.
3. Infrared measurements
3.1. Lens distortions and spatial calibration
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The immersion tube set-up [25] was planned to observe the limiters in the first operation
phase and the inertially cooled divertors in the upcoming operation phase [23, 21].
Therefore, the LWIR IR camera was equipped with a special wide-angle lens which allows
a field of view of 116◦ x 82◦ [22]. Together with the large field of view, the wide-angle lens
also adds strong radial optical distortions into the image. Multiple views of a checkerboard
have been used to estimate the intrinsic lens parameter matrix and to correct the strong
radial lens distortion for the LWIR camera system. [26]. These parameters are used to
map the infrared images onto a simplified CAD Model of the plasma-facing components
observed by the camera (e.g., limiter, wall panels, vacuum vessel) [26]. From the spatial
calibration, a map file, connecting each pixel to a 3D-coordinate inside the machine, is
created. This information is then used to determine the real space distance between two
pixels.
3.2. Emissivity corrections
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In order to properly interpret photon flux measured by an IR camera as surface
temperature, it is important to know precisely the emissivity of this surface. Throughout
the campaign, a slow evolution of the physical properties of the limiter surface has been
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Figure 2. The left graph shows an uncorrected infrared image measured shortly before
the discharge, the right one shows an emissivity corrected image. In the left image,
four different regions can be seen: a deposition zone at the edge of tiles 4,5,6 with a
higher emissivity, adjacent the erosion area with constant emissivity, near the center the
re-deposition zone with higher emissivity. In the very center of the limiter the smoothed
region with unchanged emissivity [27, 28]
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detected. The post-campaign analyses show that the surface changes can be structured
into four regions: an outer deposition zone with thin layers of 200 nm to 1µm, a net
erosion zone at the strike-line, a prompt re-deposition zone in the strike-line near the
center and a smoothed watershed [27]. These changes of the physical properties of the
material resulted in local modification of the limiter surface emissivity. The areas of
modified emissivity form strike line like patterns which are running poloidally along the
limiter. A method for an emissivity correction for all analyzed discharges was developed,
based on the emissivity measurements in [28]. An example is shown in figure 2. The
left and right graph respectively show thermal images of the limiter without and with
emissivity correction, taken shortly before the discharge.
The emissivity correction is applied separately to each analyzed discharge, to take
all surface changes from experiment to experiment into account. The assumption is made
that each tile of the limiter is in thermal equilibrium shortly before the discharge. As
a result, the surface temperature within each tile should be similar. This assumption
implies that the surface temperature variation in the left image of figure 2 is caused by
emissivity variations of the surface. Each pixel of a tile is compared to an area within
the same tile with known emissivity. The emissivity of each pixel is adjusted until the
apparent temperature reaches a similar value or until the emissivity reaches the value of
one. The reference area is taken from the middle part of the limiter, where the emissivity
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(c)

Figure 3. (a) View of the DIAS camera system onto the left side of limiter 5. All nine
graphite tiles are visible. The calculated heat flux for a 4 MW discharge is color-coded.
The three different flux tube regions are indicated with red arrows and a contour plot for
the 79m long flux tube. The dark red spots on tile 3 and 7 are artificial heat flux, caused
by the embedded Langmuir probes (b) Pattern of the connection length on the limiter
surface from FLT simulation (c) Limiter load from an EMC3-EIRENE Simulation with
P=3.2 MW, ne =8e18 m3 , D=1.5 m2 /s, 25% energy loss by carbon radiation
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was unchanged during the campaign and was equal to 0.82.
3.3. Heat flux calculation
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After the corrections are applied, each limiter is divided into 450 1D line profiles to cover
the surface of all nine tiles. The heat fluxes on the target surfaces are calculated by
applying a standard numerical solution of the two-dimensional heat diffusion equations
to the evolution of the surface temperature on the investigated area with the THEODOR
code [29, 30]. The code numerically solves the equations taking into account temperaturedependent material parameters. The two dimensions used here are the depth of the limiter
(ignoring its curvature) and the coordinate along the temperature profiles. The gaps
between the profiles and the missing pixels are interpolated afterwards to get a full heat
flux pattern of the limiter. An example of a heat flux pattern mapped back into the 2D
image is shown in figure 3(a).
4. Limiter power loads
As presented in Fig. 3 the power loads on the limiter have a shape of two heat stripes,
which are running along the length of the limiter separated by the watershed area. Fieldline tracing (3(b)) and EMC3-EIRENE simulations (3(c) [31]) indicate that the W7-X
SOL in OP1.1 consisted of three different helical magnetic flux bundles (indicated as the
blue, green and red shape in 3(b)) with limiter-to-limiter connection length of 36 m, 43
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m and 79 m. These three flux bundles yield heterogeneous power deposition patterns
within each of two heat stripes. The maximum of the heat load is located in the region
of the flux tube with a connection length of 79 m [31]. The heat transport channel along
the flux tubes of different connection lengths can be identified in the power load distributions measured by both cameras [24, 28]. Figure 3(a) shows one example of a power load
calculated from the thermographic observation with the LWIR camera. In this graph,
the left side of limiter 5 and the left strike-line running down the limiter are shown. A
contour plot of the magnetic footprint is overlaid on this figure to indicate the positions of
the three flux bundles. Comparing the measured heat flux density with EMC3-EIRENE
simulation results shows relatively good agreement, i.e., both measurements and modeling
resolve three different heat flux channels in the scrape-off layer of limiter plasmas at W7-X.
From the calculated heat flux density qdepo the parallel heat flux density q|| is calculated using the following relation:
qdepo = q|| sin(α)
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(3)

The parameter α is the incident angle of the magnetic field to the limiter surface. For the
presented measurements, the incident angle is calculated between the field vectors of the
magnetic field lines intersecting the limiters and the normal vector of this surface. The
field line tracer (FLT) from the W7-X web-service system [32] is used to calculate the
magnetic field. It solves the Biot-Savart equation for a given coil and current set.
It has to be mentioned here that the plasma radiation, predominantly inside the
LCFS [33] act mostly as an energy sink. The contribution of radiated power, deposited
on the limiter and vessel wall, is in the order of 5 to 20 kW/m2 . This contribution is an
order of magnitude lower than the typical error assumed for the deposited heat flux onto
the limiter. A radiation layer is also formed in front of the limiter by eroded particles.
Assuming the worst case that the radiation in the SOL is concentrated in this layer results
in a maximum radiation contribution of up to 100 kW/m2 , which is still lower than the
assumed error. However, given the actual distribution, a lower contribution is expected.
After the calculation of the parallel heat flux, the FLT is used to project the heat
flux data from the limiter surface onto a plane in order to remove from the analysis
effects of the limiter’s curvature. Each of the heat flux data points is assigned to a radial
coordinate, which is defined as a distance from the last closed flux surface (reff,LCFS ). In
such a way 3D heat flux data is simplified to 1D radial profiles of the parallel heat flux
q|| (reff − reff,LCFS ). The effective radius is used to overcome the non-trivial 3D formed
plasma shape of W7-X, which goes from a bean-shape plane into a triangular plane and
back to a bean-shape plane. It is defined by field lines or by the flux on a magnetic
surface:
Z V
dV 0
(4)
ref f =
0
0 S(V )
With V as the volume of the flux tube and S(V) the surface of the magnetic surface.
For the definition by field lines, used by the FLT, the effective radius is traced out by
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(a) EMC3-EIRENE
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(b) IR

Figure 4. Profiles from the 3 different flux tubes for a) EMC3-EIRENE calculations
with P=3.2 MW, ne =8e18 m−3 , D=1.5 m2 /s, 25% energy loss by carbon radiation b)
calculated from the IR measurements for the Program 20160224.025 with similar plasma
parameters
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following the field lines. For each field line, the geometric mean of the distance between
points on the field line and the magnetic axis is calculated.
The results obtained for three flux tubes with different connection length are
presented in Fig. 4. Both experimental data (right) and EMC3-EIRENE simulations
(left) show increasing fall-off length for flux tubes with longer connection length (see
figure 4(a)). The exact dependence will be discussed in Sec. 5.
In order to estimate the error of the parallel heat flux obtained with Eq. 3 an
uncertainty of 0.2 MW/m2 for q||depo is assumed based on measurements after the end
of the plasma discharge. The remaining fluctuations around zero of the heat flux at the
end of a program with no plasma contact are taken as a proxy for the error. An error
for the calculated value of the incidence angle is obtained by calculating the magnetic
field equilibrium with toroidal current between 0 kA and 2 kA. The plasma current is
simulated by another coil along the magnetic axis in the FLT. A one-pixel tolerance is
used to calculate the spatial uncertainty for the presented data.
An exponential decay fit is applied to the radial profiles of the parallel heat flux:


(ref f − rLCF S )
q|| (reff ) = q||,0 exp −
(5)
λq
Where rLCF S represents the effective radius of the last closed flux surface, q||,0 the
heat flux density at the LCFS and λq the power fall-off length for the parallel heat flux
density. In figure 5 such a fit is represented as a dashed line. An exponential fit represents
quite well the data only for reff − reff,LCFS ≥ 0.5 cm. A double exponential fit function is
required to accurately fit the parallel heat flux profile over the whole data range.




(reff − rLCF S )
(reff − rLCF S )
+ q||,f exp −
(6)
q|| (reff ) = q||,n exp −
λqn
λqf
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(a) parallel heat flux profile (semi-log)

(b) parallel heat flux profile (log-log)
Figure 5. The radial profile of the parallel heat flux measured for the flux tube with
Lc = 79 m from experiment 20160224.025 at 290 ms. The green triangles show parallel
heat flux measured by the limiter Langmuir probes localized within the same flux tube.
To indicate the quality of the fit the profile is shown (a) in semi-log representation with
a zoom of the near SOL region and (b) log-log representation
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The sum of the q||,n and q||,f represents the parallel heat flux at the LCFS and the
parameter λqf and λqn represent the fall-off length for the far and the near SOL. As
discussed already in section 1 the existence of a near and far SOL when plasma is limited
on the inboard limiter has been observed on many tokamaks [3, 2, 4, 5, 6]. The example
shown in Fig. 5 is representative of every discharge in OP1.1, i.e., a double exponential
decay of power flux was an inherent feature of limiter discharges at W7-X. It should be
noted that due to the presence of qnear a significant increase of limiter heat flux is observed
for reff − reff,LCFS close to zero.
Interestingly, the double exponential decay is always measured by an infrared camera
and only sometimes by the limiter Langmuir probes (LP) [34] (see Fig. 5). The parallel
heat flux to the Langmuir probes is calculated using:
q||,P robe = γt kTe Γ||
= γt kTe (1 +
= γt kTe (1 +

1
)ne cs
Z
s
1
)ne
Z

k(ZTe + γi Ti )
mi

(7)

Isat
ecs Aproj.
Isat
1
= γt kTe
(1 + )
eAproj.
Z

ne =
q||,P robe
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with Ti , Te , the electron and ion temperature, Z=1.5± 0.5, the average charge of the
plasma in front of the probes, γt the heat sheath transmission coefficient, γi the ratio of
specific heats for ions, mi the ion mass (here hydrogen), Isat the ion saturation current,
Aproj. the projected collective surface of the probe and ne the electron density. To
avoid assumption on the ion temperature and ratio of specific heat for the ions, the last
expression in equation 7 is used. The heat sheath transmission was set to fit Langmuir
probe data to the IR measurements. Since the IR camera results are an integrated result
over 20 ms, an average of the probe data over the same time window is used to calculate
the heat sheath transmission factor. γt varies in the far SOL between 1.6 and 9 with a
mean value of 3.43 and median of 3.05. To bring the most probes in the far SOL into
agreement with the IR profiles, a sheath transmission coefficient of 3.43 is used for the
experiment shown in figure 5. From theory, a higher value in the range of 7 would be
expected for the γt [35], but on other machines, similar heat sheath transmission factors
in the range of 2 to 20 are needed to bring IR results and Langmuir Probe signals into
agreement [35]. Since the factor is fitted by forcing the LP result to agree with infrared
an underestimation of the parallel heat flux by the IR system would lead to a too low
γt . One way to validate the IR results is to calculate the integrated load onto the limiter
and to use it in the energy balance. This reveals an agreement within 10% at low heating
powers and a miss-match of up to 40% at high heating power [36]. If this uncertainty
is related to the IR observation an increase of γt of 40% would be possible, resulting in
values of 3-5 for the shown experiment.
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(a) raw signal
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(b) power spectrum

Figure 6. (a) raw signal and (b) power spectrum of the raw signal for probe 9 of limiter
tile 3 (ref f =0.43 cm) for experiment 20160224.025
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The IR cameras have only a measurement frequency of 50 Hz, while the limiter
Langmuir Probes in W7-X are sampled with 250 or 500 kHz and the signal got swept
with 500 Hz for the most time of the campaign. A higher sample frequency allows to
investigate the presence of intermittent and turbulent transport [37, 38], as soon their
frequency is below the sampling frequency. Figure 6 shows the unprocessed current signal
and power spectrum of probe nine on limiter tile three, which is at the location where
the near SOL feature starts in the IR observation. The power spectrum shows one broad
peak at the sweeping frequency of 500 Hz. Other frequency in the resolvable frequency
range does not appear with a high enough amplitude to be distinguished from noise. The
rest of the paper will focus on the IR results since no further information is shown by the
Langmuir probes and because the LP does not show the near SOL feature.
There are some possible reasons why W7-X limiter Langmuir probes do not measure
q||,near :
• The probes close to the LCFS was recessed a little bit [34] to protect them; therefore
they had a low signal and have mainly seen the perpendicular transport

240

• The probes near ref f = 0.4 cm were strongly eroded and therefore have unknown
collection areas for the flux [34]
• The probes get hot and start to emit electrons, which changes the probe characteristic.
Especially the probes in the near SOL had molten steel screens [34]

245

Lack of near SOL in W7-X Langmuir probe measurements is in contradiction to
COMPASS results with inner wall limiter [6]. However, at W7-X also EMC3-EIRENE
simulations cannot reproduce the near SOL near the limiter surface. The mechanism,
which leads to the formation of near SOL is not included in the models applied in EMC3EIRENE.
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5. Dependence of radial fall-off length on plasma parameters
250

To understand better the behavior of the two different fall-off regimes measured by the IR
cameras in W7-X, a database of discharges from the limiter operation phase was created.
The database contains 13 discharges with a total of 32 data points. Each data point has
been selected under the following conditions:
(i) all discharges were conducted with the same magnetic field configuration
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(ii) the discharges were conducted in the last month of the campaign with improved wall
conditions [39]
(iii) no active impurity seeding
(iv) no ECRH current drive
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(v) plasma parameters are almost constant (changes are smaller than 10%) for a time
window of 50 ms or more
Good wall conditions are necessary to limit the outgassing of the limiters and the wall,
decreasing the radiated fraction and therefore increase the coupling of the limiter with
the plasma. The analyzed plasma parameters are: the ECRH power PECRH as input
power, the connection length LC of the different flux tubes, the density ne and electron
temperature Te measured by the Thomson scattering (TS) 1.3 cm inside the LCFS,
the toroidal current I, the ion temperature measured by the X-ray imaging spectrometer
(XICS), the load on the limiters Plim and the loss fraction floss , which covers the energy
losses like radiation, fast particle and charge exchange losses. The loss fraction is defined
as:
PECRH − PLim
(8)
floss =
PECRH
The load on the limiters are calculated by integrating all taken heat flux profiles along the
profiles and in poloidal direction. Since only the left half of one limiter is observed, the
integration is scaled up to the full machine using the stellarator symmetry for the other
half of the limiter and thermo couple information to know the load ratio between the five
limiters. The thermo couples measured the temperature at the back side of each limiter
and the temperature increase over a experiment represents the integrated load to this
limiter. The load asymmetry can be calculated from the differences in the temperature
rise. This leads to an asymmetry or up-scaling factor of 4.88 for the load from Limiter 5
to all limiters, because limiter 5 received a little more than the mean load [28].
The range of the different parameters is summarized in table 1, and some example
scaling behaviors are shown in figure 7.
In order to investigate the influence of the connection length LC on the fall-off length
λq , the influences of other plasma parameters are removed by choosing very similar
discharges with small variations of heating power (1.5 to 2.5 MW) (left plots in figure
7.
For the other six plots, only the fall-off length values for the most extended flux tube
are shown.
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Table 1. range of the plasma parameters of the used experiments in the database

parameter
unit
PECRH
MW
1018 m−3
needge
Teedge
keV
Tiline
keV
I
kA
Wdia
kJ
Plim
MW
floss
%
Lc
m

280

values
0.6-4.2
1.7-10
0.02-0.22
0.96-1.76
0.16-1.97
5.6-234.6
0.18-1.6
47-79
36,42,79

The far fall-off length increases with the connection length and decreases with the
input power and density. In case of the near SOL fall-off length, the scaling is rather
weak. The dependency on connection length, input power, and density is not explicit,
but it decreases with the electron temperature.
To investigate more parameters and to find correlated parameters, a correlation
analysis is performed onto the database. A similar method of correlation analysis has
also been performed to find an empirical scaling law for the fall-off lengths in tokamaks
[10]. The correlation between measured parameters are calculated in the following form:
PN
rXY =

285

290

295

diagnostic
ECRH bolometer [40]
TS[41]
TS[41]
XICS[42, 43]
Rogowski coil [44]
diamagnetic loops[44]
IR camera[22, 24]
eq. 8
FLT[32]

− X)(Yi − Y )
(N − 1)sx sy

i=1 (Xi

(9)

With N being the number of measurements, X, Y two different parameters from the
database, X, Y are the mean of the parameters and sX , sy are the corrected standard
deviations of parameters. The results are shown in table 2. Each combination
of parameters in this table represents the correlation between the two parameters.
Everything above 50% or below -50% can be seen as not independent and is therefore
written in bold numbers. One thing to point out here, is the strong correlation between
input power and density, meaning that if the input power is increased, the density is also
increased and vice versa. The nearly linear behavior between density and input power is
caused by density restrictions to avoid radiative collapses, meaning that the input power
was doubled, if the target density was doubled. Since the connection length is set by
the external coil setting; it is constant between the analyzed discharges to zeroth order.
Therefore it does not correlate with the other plasma parameters (correlation of 0 in table
2). This table is also used to identify parameters which show a scaling with the measured
power fall-off lengths and heat flux density at the LCFS for the near and far SOL. For the
fall-off length in the far SOL, the parameters with the highest correlation are the input
power P, the diamagnetic energy, the load on the limiter, the connection length, and the
time. Latter is a proxy for different parameters as plasma current, impurity concentration,
radiative losses, and other unresolved parameters which are changing in time. For the
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Figure 7. dependencies of the fall-off length for near and far SOL on different measured
plasma parameters in the limiter campaign of Wendelstein 7-X. The plots against
connection length are filtered for input powers between 1.5 and 2.5 MW to limit the
scattering. In the remaining plots only the power fall-off length values for the flux tube
with a connection length of 79 m are shown.

300

near SOL power fall-off length, the highest correlation has been found for the electron
temperature near the LCFS, followed by the load on limiters. All other parameters in the
table show a rather weak dependency. The parameters with the highest correlation for
the fractions of heat flux densities at the LCFS (qn and qf ) are the input power, power
to the limiters, density, and ion temperature and electron temperature.
To find a scaling a fit function in the form of a power law is used in the following
form:
n
Y
λq = c
Aei i
(10)
i=1

With c being a factor for unresolved parameters, Ai the plasma parameter, ei the fitting
parameter, the exponent for the plasma parameter and n the number of included plasma
parameters. The fitting of the scaling law to the data in the database is performed in the
logarithmic polynomial form to linearise the fitting equation:
log λq = log c +

n
X
i=1

ei log Ai

(11)
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Table 2. correlation between the different measured plasma parameters and magnetic
field constants. Correlations over 50% are written in bold numbers

cor.% nedge Teedge
PECRH 77
21
nedge
-8
Teedge
Ti
I
Wdia
Plim
floss
LC
time

Ti
-44
-8
-34

I Wdia
-47 79
-41 78
-29 22
3
0
-52

Plim
88
65
36
-34
-37
71

floss
37
46
-21
-18
-45
35
-5

LC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

time
-36
-32
-22
15
76
-41
-24
-55
0

λqn
-43
-14
-56
27
12
-36
-45
0
3
15

λqf
-55
-37
-25
29
36
-48
-48
-34
65
45

qn
82
48
35
-50
-33
57
78
11
18
-23

qf
93
60
35
-47
-38
72
93
12
7
-28

Table 3. results of the fitting for the power fall-off length in the far SOL λqf in cm

Reg.
1
2
3
4
5

305

310

315

320

Const. PECRH
n
Teedge
1.04(2) -0.114(5)
0.92(2)
0.98(3) -0.10(1)
0.80(2)
0.74(2)
-0.07(1) -0.05(1)

LC
Plim
floss χ2 /dof
0.22(1)
4.19
0.22(1) -0.09(1)
6.73
0.22(1)
-0.12(2) 3.85
0.22(1) -0.10(1) -0.33(2) 3.80
0.21(1)
-0.21(2) 6.02

R2
0.81
0.71
0.83
0.83
0.73

In this way the multiple regression model can be applied to determine the quality of
the fit. A scan for each plasma parameter has been performed, including a combination
of parameters up to a number of four parameters. For both regions in the SOL, the
regression model is applied separately with different combinations of input parameters,
with the restriction to avoid cross-correlated parameters. The coefficient of determination
(R2 ) and the reduced chi-square (χ2 /dof , dof= degree of freedom) are calculated to test
and compare the quality of the different fits. Latter includes the number of freedom and
the assumptions for the error. The values to fit for the measured fall-off length in the far
SOL reaches from 1.82 cm for the shortest connection length flux tube up to 2.9 cm for
the long connection length flux tube. Table 3 shows the four best fitting function for the
power fall-off length in the far SOL, which has been found during the analysis. The error
for each parameter is shown in the brackets, where the digits in the brackets represent
the error of the last digits. The connection length can be combined with any of the other
parameters, because it is unrelated to the rest of the plasma parameters (see table 2).
The input power cannot be combined with density, the diamagnetic energy or the load on
the limiter due to it high correlation (77%, 79% and 88%). The loss fraction is also not
independent on the input power, but is nearly independent from the limiter loads. This is
also the reason for the strong variation of the exponent for the loss fraction in regression 3
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Table 4. results of the fitting for the power fall-off length in the near SOL λqn in mm

Reg.
1
2
3
4
5

325

Const. PECRH
0.41(3) -0.21(2)
0.35(2)
0.24(2)
0.30(2)
0.36(3) -0.23(3)

n
-

Teedge
-0.46(3)
-0.43(3)
-0.58(3)
-0.45(3)
-0.49(3)

LC Plim
Ti
χ2 /dof
5.15
- -0.21(3)
5.35
0.49(8) 5.41
- -0.21(3) 0.35(8) 5.16
0.25(8) 4.83

R2
0.54
0.52
0.52
0.58
0.60

and 4. The combination of limiter power, connection length, and loss fraction into the fit
gives the best representation of the fall-off length for the given data-set, which reaches a
coefficient of determination of 83%. A density dependence has not been found, due to its
strong correlation with the input power. The resulting found scaling law for the fall-off
length in the far SOL is therefore given by:
0.22±0.01
−0.10±0.01
−0.34±0.02
λqf [cm] = (0.79 ± 0.02)LC
[m]Plim
[M W ]floss

(12)

and is visualized in figure 8(b). The analysis is repeated for the data of the near SOL in
a similar way. For the near SOL the measured power fall-off length ranges from 0.6 mm
up to 3.6 mm. The respectively larger error bars have to be taken into account in the fit.
The error is larger, due to resolution limitations of the DIAS view, in this small region.
The main findings are summarized in table 4. Since the electron temperature showed the
highest correlation value for the near SOL power fall-off length it is used in all presented
regressions. The line integrated ion temperature is one of the few parameters, which have
a positive scaling with the fall-off length and the effects of input power or load on the
limiters are also much weaker than in the far SOL scaling. The best found power law for
the near SOL is given by electron, ion temperature and heating power:
−0.23±0.03 0.25±0.08 −0.49±0.03
λqn [mm] = 0.36 ± 0.03PECRH
Ti
Te

(13)

This fit reaches a good reduced chi square value of 4.83 but only a coefficient of
determination of 60%. This result implies that not all parameters have been found,
which has an effect on the fall-off length. Figure 8(a) visualizes this result including the
error bars. The majority of the measured values of λq n are a group of values with less
than 1.5 mm. This values are at the limit of the camera resolution after the projection
into the plane. A similar analysis can be repeated for the parallel heat flux densities
at the LCFS. The values for the fraction from near SOL reaching from 1.8 MW/m2 to
391.8 MW/m2 and the values for the fraction of the far SOL reaching from 1.3 MW/m2
to 22 MW/m2 . From table 2 the parameters with the highest influence are input power,
density, ion temperature, diamagnetic energy and the limiter load. The majority of these
parameters are strongly correlated with the input power, which has the highest influence.
The found scaling for the heat flux densities are:
1.55±0.02 0.98±0.02
qn [M W/m2 ] = (215.55 ± 13.43)PECRH
Te
(R2 = 85%)

(14)
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(b) regression result for the far SOL

Figure 8. the two found regression models plotted against the measured values for the
power fall-off length.

(a) regression result for the near SOL

(b) regression result for the far SOL

Figure 9. the two found regression models plotted against the measured values for the
heat flux densities close to the LCFS.

0.975±0.003 0.281±0.004
qf [M W/m2 ] = (8.65 ± 0.07)PECRH
Te
(R2 = 93%)

(15)

These results are shown in figure 9. The results show, that the found near SOL channel
contains a high fraction of the SOL energy (PSOL ) in a small volume around the LCFS.
To investigate the part of the near SOL, the SOL energy PSOL has to be computed
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for the W7-X geometry. Since the symmetry approximations from tokamaks do not apply
here, the SOL energy is computed by the parallel heat flux profiles and the area which is
covered by the flux tubes:
#Limiter #f lux tube types

PSOL =

X

X

i=1

j=1

Bθ
Lpolj
Bφ

Z

rwall

0
0
2qij (ref
f ) dref f

0

3
Bθ X
≈ SL
θj ref fwall (qnj λqnj + qfj λqfj )
Bφ j=1

(16)

The sum over the limiters covers the complete area of the SOL. The factor two
counts for the left and right side of the limiter. The second sum covers the presence of the
different flux tubes with different connection length. Lpolj are the poloidal length of a flux
tube and the factor Bθ /Bφ tilts the projected plane into the field direction. The sum over
all limiters is approximated with the symmetry factor SL to work with the measurement
of one limiter. It will be five if all limiters get the same load. As described before, the
limiter load was not fully symmetric. Therefore the asymmetry factor of 4.88 is used here
again. θj is the poloidal angle range of the flux tube j and rref fwall is the effective radius of
the outermost flux surface (see the outermost, by limiter intersected flux surface in figure
1(a)). Similarly, the additional near SOL energy is calculated:
#Limiter #f lux tube types

∆PSOL =

X

X

i=1

j=1

Bθ
Lpolj
Bφ

3
Bθ X
≈ SL
θj ref fwall (qnj λqnj )
Bφ j=1
330

335

Z

rwall

0
0
0
2(qij (ref
f ) − qijf (ref f )) dref f

0

(17)

The results for the power in the near SOL are summarized in figure 10. It reaches
from 17 kW to 554 kW, meaning that this near SOL carries between 17% and 38% of
the total SOL power. With increasing input power, the power in the near SOL increases
more than linear, resulting in a higher fraction of energy in the near SOL with increasing
heating power.
6. Discussion
The calculated scaling laws for the power fall-off length of the near and far SOL show no
dependency on the density. Other studies on tokamaks show, on the other hand, a clear
dependence of the near and far SOL power fall-off length on the density [5]. This effect
has not been seen in the data-set of W7-X, although EMC3-EIRENE calculations show a
clear dependency of the far SOL fall-off length on the density (figure 11). The reason for
this is probably the strong coupling of the density with the input power, which suppresses
the effect of the density. The found positive scaling of the main SOL with connection
length is qualitatively in agreement with the EMC3-EIRENE scaling, which is given by:
p
0.5
λq ∼ DLC ∼ D0.5 LC
(18)
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(b) relative fraction of the near SOL energy

Figure 10. Power added by the near SOL in absolute and relative to the total Power
in the SOL

Figure 11. power fall-off length from EMC3-EIRENE for different up-stream densities.
P=3.2 MW, D=1.5 m2 /s

with D being the diffusion coefficient. However, the measurements show a factor two
lower scaling factor. The factor can differ due to a change of the anomalous diffusion.
The effect of the anomalous diffusion was not investigated due to missing measurements
of this quantity. Another reason could be the fact that the scaling is based on only three
values. Also, the strong relation with the plasma current in tokamaks has not been seen
in W7-X, since the plasma current is two orders of magnitude smaller in a stellarator. In
tokamaks, the scaling for the fall-off length depends strongly on the plasma current Ip and
therefore on the poloidal field Bp [10]. The current effect in a tokamak can be separated
into a heating component Pin and a poloidal field component Bp for the scaling. The
latter is related to the connection length Lc . The connection length Lc decreases with
increasing poloidal field Bp because the field lines twist get stronger in cylindrical limiter
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far SOL model
empirical [10]
theoretical [11], eq.(10)
model fit [11], eq.(11)
experimental W7-X
near SOL model
HD model [8], eq. (1)
HD model [8], eq. (5)
mod. HD [5]
theoretical [9], eq. (8)
experimental W7-X
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CL
CT
Cn
CP
0.40
-0.51
-0.1
0
0.84(3) 0.06(6) 0.07(1)
0
0.76(6) 0.10(6) 0.02(2)
0
0.22(1)
0
0
-0.10(1)
CL
CT
Cn
CP
1
0.5
0
0
1.125
0
0
0.125
1.125
0.66
-0.33
0.125
0.25
-0.125
0
0
0
-0.49(3)
0
-0.21(3)

Table 5. different scalings from experimental and theoretical models for the power
fall-off length in the far SOL (top) and the near SOL(bottom

plasma. This lead to the following relation:
LC d
1
1
∼
λq ∼ a ∼
Ip
Pin b Bp c
Pin b

(19)

With a,b,c and d as the scaling factors. Based on relations, it is expected that a=c=d,
with values near unity. Using the relation between poloidal field, plasma current, and the
connection length, the tokamak scaling laws can be transformed into a form which can be
compared to the results presented in section 5. In a similar way, the safety factor q will
be related to the poloidal field, plasma current and therefore to the connection length.
For the comparison of the far SOL scaling, the empirical scaling shown in [10] and the
theoretical, turbulence driven model from [11] are used. In case of the near SOL, the HD
model [8], the modified HD model used in [5] and the model presented in [9] are used
for comparison. All models are reduced to measurable plasma parameters in W7-X, and
the limiter load will be set equal with the power in the SOL. This restriction includes
ignoring any machine size or field strength dependent parameters. Therefore the models
are expressed in the following form:
CT Cn CP
L
λq ∼ LC
C Te ne PSOL

340

345

(20)

with CX as scaling factors. The models for the far and near SOL and summarized in table
5. The relations in the table show the agreement between the presented results and the
tokamak research for the far fall-off length. All models for the far SOL show a positive
scaling with connection length, but with different scaling parameters. The dependency
on electron density and electron temperature differ between the models and is within the
errors bars close to zero in the theoretical model. A similar behaviour is also found in the
W7-X results. The main difference is the scaling with the power entering the SOL, which
show no scaling in the tokamak models but show a clear dependency in W7-X.
For the near SOL scalings, all compared tokamaks models show a positive scaling
on the connection length, while the results found in W7-X show no clear scaling with
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LC . The HD model and the modified model from TCV suggest an opposite scaling of the
near SOL with power and electron temperature compared to the results presented here
for W7-X. Only the theoretical model, which includes assumptions on turbulence, show a
similar trend for the electron temperature dependence, but with a smaller scaling factor.
This similarity of the scalings suggests that turbulent effects can play a role in the near
SOL behavior. One observed turbulent feature, which can probably affect the near SOL
from the first operation campaign are filament structures close to the LCFS [45]. These
filament structures rotating around the plasma and have a lifetime in the range of 200 µs
[45], which fit well to the residence time of a particle with the sound speed velocity on an
open field line. Filament structures are also known from tokamaks, and their formation
and separation can be related to the effective collisionality of the plasma [46, 47]. If the
effective collisionality gets close to unity, the filaments can leave the plasma and propagate
outward. In tokamaks, these filaments stay on the outboard side and do not propagate
to the inboard side, which is different for W7-X. Figure 12(a) show the main plasma
parameters for an experiment, where the biggest change of the near SOL fall-off length
has been seen. In this program, a power step has been performed, resulting in a decreasing
electron temperature at a constant density. This effect increases the collisionality, and
near SOL fall-off length increases also. The collisionality is approaching unity near the end
of the plasma. To investigate the behavior of the filament, the H-alpha signal is analyzed
before and after the power step (see figure 12(b)). The probability distribution function
(PDF) of H-alpha signal shows a positive skewness, which can be caused by the presence
of filaments. The PDF does not change much before and after the power step, suggesting
no significant change or decoupling of the filaments from the plasma. Assuming that
the filaments play a role in the near SOL feature, suggest that the enlargement of the
fall-off length is caused by the radial movement or size change of the filament. Since the
temperature decreases, the parallel velocity of the filaments also decreases, resulting in a
longer lifetime. A longer lifetime means more radial displacement and a larger near SOL
fall-off length. The filament explanation is just one possible option for the enhancement,
which has to be further described by a turbulent theory, but this is out of the scope of
this paper.
7. Conclusion

380

385

In this paper, the first measurements of the power fall-off length in the limiter phase of
the advanced stellarator Wendelstein 7-X have been presented. It was shown that two
different fall-off regimes were measured for the inner wall limiter configuration: a near
SOL and a far SOL, similar to the measurements on tokamaks for inboard limiters. The
measured power fall-off length in the near SOL reaches from 0.6(5) mm up to 3.6(5) mm
and is in the far SOL a magnitude larger with values from 18.2(5) mm to 29.0(5) mm.
The effect of the wall to wall connection length together with loads to the limiter as a
proxy for the power in the SOL have been shown as main parameters, which are affecting
the far fall-off length. A qualitative agreement with EMC3-EIRENE modeling and with
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(a) overview plot, 20160303.012

(b) PDF of the H-alpha signal
Figure 12. (a) traces for different plasma diagnostics for the experiment 20160303.012.
From top to bottom: (1) input power, (2) edge electron temperature, measured by
Thomson Scattering, (3) line integrated density and edge density, (4) H-Alpha signal
from filter scope system[48], (5) effective collisionality, (6) far SOL power fall-off length,
(7) near SOL power fall-off length. A power step down is performed, resulting in a higher
collisionality and an increase of the near SOL fall-off length (b) probability distribution
function (PDF) of the H-alpha signal, before and after the power step.
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tokamak models for the main SOL scaling with connection length was shown. For the
near SOL, it was shown that the electron temperature near the last closed flux surface
plays a dominant role in the behavior of this narrow regime. This dominant-negative
scaling with electron temperature is a contrast to the HD-model in tokamaks, which has
a good agreement with tokamak results. As a consequence, a different origin of the near
SOL in W7-X is expected, which can be turbulent driven. It has also been shown that
this near SOL regime contains up to 38% of the power in the SOL. It is not covered by
3D-Modelling, due to a missing physics model for the formation of this near SOL feature.
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